Introduction
============

Due to the aging of the global populations, chronic disorders are becoming increasingly prevalent. This includes dementia, which in 2015 affected 47 million people worldwide and is expected to affect twice as many people 20 years from now.^[@ref1]^ Most late-onset dementia cases are related to Alzheimer disease (AD) pathology, but mixed etiologies are more prevalent in older populations. Amyloid-β (Aβ) plaques and tau neurofibrils, the two pathological hallmarks of AD, have less impact on cognitive performance in the oldest-old compared with younger individuals.^[@ref2]^ and "pure" AD cases are also less frequent in older patients, who mostly have additional neuropathological lesions, including vascular changes. Also, significant Aβ pathology is not only found in individuals with dementia but is also prevalent in cognitively intact individuals, and age is a main predictor of Aβ plaques, even in the absence of relevant cognitive decline.^[@ref3]^

In neuropsychiatric tradition, AD was conceptualized as a clinicopathological duality, ie, a diagnosis was only possible in the presence of an amnestic-type progressive dementia syndrome and the exclusion of alternative etiologies. This simple set of criteria is not particularly sensitive for early changes nor is it specific enough for AD pathophysiology. Therefore, in the last 10 years evolving sets of new AD criteria were proposed by different international expert groups, aiming to steer the dementia field towards a more biologically oriented disease concept, similar to other areas of medicine, such as cancer, where biomarkers are used to define diseases. This paradigm shift is fuelled by the urgent desire to develop more effective, ie, disease-modifying rather than purely symptomatic, treatment options. Being able to identify a disease in its pre-symptomatic or prodromal stage would open new opportunities to prevent or slow pathophysiological processes rather than merely trying to retard the worsening of symptoms. The development of biomarkers which are more sensitive for the early stages of AD is a prerequisite for a successful transformation of the diagnostic approaches.

Individuals at risk of cognitive deterioration and dementia, who are still asymptomatic, would probably benefit most from intervention strategies aimed at prevention of further neuronal loss.^[@ref4]^ If no or only minimal symptoms are present, effective disease modification could help the target population to maintain their independence, fulfilment of social roles, and ability to work for a longer period of time.

Biomarkers of AD pathophysiology may improve diagnosis and prognosis in early AD cases; also, surrogate end points are required to ensure that only individuals with a high a priori likelihood of the target pathology are included in interventional studies and to avoid exposing individuals to potentially significant side effects who are unlikely to benefit from the treatment. Biomarker-based endophenotypes are also required to improve the feasibility of large-scale prevention studies aimed at exploring the effectiveness of factors derived from epidemiological research, such as obesity, diabetes mellitus, and physical inactivity.^[@ref5]^ Due to the decades-long silent, pre-clinical stage of AD, prevention trials would have to be conducted over extended periods to be able to reliably assess their effectiveness. Using imaging or other biomarkers to identify eligible study participants and to demonstrate effectiveness of the new intervention would significantly reduce sample size and study length. However, so far it has not been possible to replace traditional clinical study end points by biomarker-derived surrogates.^[@ref6]^

Early diagnosis
===============

Early diagnosis is essential in chronic disorders if disease-modifying treatment options are available, which can alter disease trajectories, and which offer meaningful benefits to the affected individuals. For AD, all available treatments ie, cholinesterase inhibitors and memantine, only have symptomatic effects, which on average offer comparably small clinical benefits. Since all efforts to develop more effective, disease-modifying drugs have so far been unsuccessful,^[@ref7]^ the future availability of these drugs is currently a far-fetched argument in support of the early recognition of AD. In contrast, providing individuals and their families with reliable information about the underlying causes of cognitive and functional decline and behavioral change can reduce uncertainty and conflicts and may therefore be a valid reason for early diagnosis in certain situations. Furthermore, individuals at increased risk for short-term cognitive deterioration may benefit from early diagnosis if it enables them to make important decisions affecting their future lives, such as making a will, as long as their decision-making capacity is still preserved.^[@ref8],[@ref9]^ However, only a few patients seem to use the early diagnostic information to initiate advance care planning, indicating that there is either no great demand for this information, or that improved counselling is required in these situations.^[@ref10]^

There are also certain disadvantages and risks associated with receiving information about a diagnosis of early AD. Without effective treatment options, affected individuals are confronted with the prospect of inevitable loss of cognitive abilities and independence, while no countermeasure is available. The ambiguous prognosis associated with currently available biomarkers may have significant psychological consequences, including stress, despair, depression, or even suicide in extreme cases.^[@ref11]^ Negative effects on employment or interpersonal relationships may also occur.

Most studies concur that currently available AD biomarkers perform remarkably well in situations when prodromal AD cases need to be separated from "normal" aging or when progression from minor cognitive complaints to full-blown dementia has to be predicted. However, even in specialist settings, in which AD cases are preselected and relatively "pure," at least 30% of individuals with full-blown AD-type dementia have normal biomarker findings. Current biomarkers show better sensitivity than specificity; therefore, ruling in AD as the main cause of cognitive complaints is more difficult and inaccurate than ruling it out.^[@ref12]^

Biomarkers with improved specificity and sensitivity for early AD may be available in the near future. Ideally, they will not only offer better diagnostic and prognostic value, but will also be less invasive than current biomarkers, which require a lumbar puncture for CSF protein assessment or the application of a radioactive tracer for positron emission tomography (PET) studies. Blood-based markers, for example, would facilitate large-scale screening efforts and the inclusion of a large number of individuals at risk for future cognitive decline in prevention studies. An improved biomarker could potentially be used in a two-stage screening approach, with an initial pre-screening step using affordable, low-invasive techniques to identify individuals with Aβ pathology, followed by more expensive and invasive testing only in a subset of participants. Using traditional technology such as enzyme-linked immune sorbent assays (ELISA) to measure Aβ in blood was associated with insufficient accuracy.^[@ref13]^ Using a new generation of high-sensitivity technology, more accurate measurement of blood biomarkers appears to be possible.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^

Pathomechanisms
===============

The most influential model of AD pathophysiology, and therefore the most frequently targeted mechanisms in AD drug development, is the amyloid cascade hypothesis, which was originally derived from findings in rare autosomal dominant mutation carriers.^[@ref16]^ Briefly, amyloid precursor protein (APP) is cleaved by either α-secretase, resulting in soluble non-amyloidogenic products, or β- and γ-secretases, which results in the Aβ peptide, which initially aggregates to form soluble oligomers, and subsequently insoluble fibrils, later found in the typical senile plaques. The soluble Aβ aggregates may be the main drivers of synaptic and neuronal loss, rather than the insoluble, fibrillar deposits.^[@ref17]^

The importance of soluble forms of Aβ in the pathological AD cascade is underlined by the toxic effects of small peptide complexes on synapses and mitochondria.^[@ref18]^ Respiratory chain defects and autophagic degradation are central mitochondria-related pathomechanisms in AD,^[@ref19]^ which contribute to the release of toxic oxygen species, impair energy production and related axonal transport, and interfere with calcium homeostasis.^[@ref17]^ Aβ also leads to a local inflammatory response, which involves microglia clusters, upregulated acute phase proteins and other mediators of an inflammatory response.^[@ref20]^ Microglia activation and neuroinflammation may be beneficial and neuroprotective in the early stages of AD, but over-activation of the cerebral immune system may be a harmful driver of neurodegeneration in later disease stages.^[@ref21]^

It was repeatedly demonstrated that the number of senile plaques is not the main structural correlate of cognitive deficits in AD; loss of synapses and neurons in the neocortex and hippocampus is much closer correlated with the deterioration of cognitive performance.^[@ref22]^ An imbalance of Aβ is most likely the main driver of protein accumulation in the brain. Overproduction of Aβ is likely the key pathomechanism in early onset autosomal dominant cases, but Aβ production in late-onset sporadic disease is only slightly higher than in age-matched control subjects.^[@ref23]^ Therefore, Aβ clearance from the brain is probably a major contributor to cerebral peptide accumulation.

A number of different mechanisms for Aβ clearance have been described. This includes active, receptor-mediated transport across the blood-brain barrier (BBB) by the receptor for advanced glycation end products (RAGE) from blood to brain^[@ref24]^ and by a soluble form of the low-density lipoprotein receptor related protein 1 (LRP1) from brain to blood.^[@ref23]^ Until recently, transport across the BBB was considered to be the main mechanism for Aβ removal from the brain; however, findings from the past few years support the existence of additional important mechanisms.^[@ref25]^ Bulk-flow of interstitial fluid (ISF) mediated by astroglia (ie, the glymphatic system) and recently discovered lymphatic vessels in the meninges may also make a meaningful contribution to Aβ clearance.^[@ref26]^ The degradation of Aβ by cleaving enzymes such as neprilysin and insulin-degrading enzyme may also play an important role.^[@ref27]^ Since the different clearance systems probably act together to drive Aβ from the brain, any change in their function could contribute to AD. It is therefore key to improve our mechanistic understanding of Aβ clearance, which may be used to develop improved approaches to reduce excess Aβ deposits and delay, or prevent AD onset.

Previously, it was thought that about 75% of Aβ is cleared by BBB transport and only 10% by the glymphatic system. However, recent photon imaging studies in mice, using microscopy with fluorescent tracers, have suggested that the glymphatic system contributes to a larger part to Aβ clearance than previously thought.^[@ref28]^ Water channels called aquaporin 4 (AQP4) on the vascular end feet of astrocytes facilitate convective flow out of the para-arterial space and into the interstitial space. Mislocation of AQP4 water channels may contribute to neurodegenerative disease progression.^[@ref29]^

During wakefulness, the interstitial volume is more contracted, which increases resistance to convective flow and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) movement. During sleep, the interstitial space increases in volume, which facilitates convective flow, CSF-to-ISF turnover and thus glymphatic clearance.^[@ref30]^ Choroid plexus functioning and arterial pulsatility determine the CSF dynamics and for instance regulate CSF influx through the perivascular space and are the driving forces of the glymphatic system.^[@ref31]^ Factors influencing arterial pulsatility, such as vessel stiffness and heart rate, affect the amount of waste clearance. Arterial pulsatility decreases due to processes such as metabolic syndrome, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, diabetes, or aging. Arterial stiffness and increased pulsatility of cerebral blood flow potentially damage small vessels and may indirectly affect glymphatic clearance and can possibly lead to neurodegeneration.^[@ref32]^

Besides BBB disruption, inflammation can also contribute to glymphatic dysfunction. Inflammation slows down the convective flow, decreases CSF-to-ISF turnover, and impairs glymphatic clearance.^[@ref33]^ A schematic representation of clearance pathways is provided in *[Figure 1](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-21-43-g001.tif){ref-type="fig"}*.
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The exact pathophysiological link between Aβ and the second pathological hallmark of AD, hyperphosphorylated tau, is still largely unknown. At the same time, there is a growing body of evidence suggesting that tau hyperphosphorylation and formation of neurofibrils are secondary events, which are catalysed by Aβ.^[@ref34]^ In vitro experiments using different cell types (for example, primary cortical or hippocampal neurons and hippocampal organotypic cultures) support the notion of Aβ-induced changes of tau. For example, there is evidence that Aβ oligomers promote tau phosphorylation^[@ref35]^ and induce oxidative damage.^[@ref36]^ An increasing number of animal experiments are also in support of tau pathology induced by Aβ. Even though initial AD mouse models expressing mutant APP without overexpression of tau did not have significant tau aggregation or neurofibrils, subtle changes of endogenous tau related to increased Aβ included hyperphosphorylated tau. Moreover, mouse AD models with high senile plaque load consistently showed dystrophic neurites with hyperphosphorylated tau around the plaque edges.^[@ref37]^

Current treatment options
=========================

Treatments used for specific disorders reflect the pharmacological and pathophysiological understanding of their time, and AD is no exception in this regard. Initial attempts to treat AD were not related to any of the currently known core pathophysiological abnormalities, but were merely targeting unspecific suspected disease mechanisms, including brain metabolism and perfusion.^[@ref38]^ Subsequently, drugs were developed, constituting the current generation of treatment options, which aim at rectifying the biochemical consequences of nerve cell loss in specific neuron populations, still without any impact on the underlying pathophysiology.

Neurodegeneration in AD involves subcortical brain regions, which includes the locus coeruleus,^[@ref39]^ the dorsal raphe nuclei, and the basal forebrain^[@ref40]^; the associated loss of neurons results in deficits of the neurotransmitters acetylcholine, serotonin, and norepinephrine, contributing to the progressive impairment of higher functions such as memory, attention, behavior, and mood. Currently, two symptomatic treatment approaches are available for AD. Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (tacrine, donepezil, galantamine, and rivastigmine) aim to improve the cortical concentration of acetylcholine, which is reduced due to loss of neurons in the basal forebrain nuclei (nucleus basalis Meynert).^[@ref41]^ Similar effects are seen in nicotinic acetylcholine receptor sensitizers (galantamine).^[@ref42]^ The symptomatic effect of memantine is ascribed to a different mechanism of action, which targets the excessive release of glutamate occurring as a result of cortical neuronal loss, by improving the signal to noise ratio of glutamalergic transmission and potentially protecting neurons to a certain degree from the toxic effects of chronically increased exposition to glutamate.^[@ref43]^ The clinical benefits of these drugs are related to a delay of progression of symptoms over several months, but an inconsistent impact on everyday function^[@ref44]^ and other relevant outcome measures such as behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD).^[@ref45]^ Furthermore, effectiveness has only been shown in the dementia stage of AD, not in prodromal stages.^[@ref46]^ New symptomatic drugs are still being developed and a combination of disease-modifying and symptomatic treatments may be an effective means in the future in individuals already suffering from minor AD symptoms. A review of the 2018 drug development pipeline for AD showed that most compounds currently being scrutinized in clinical trials have disease-modifying properties (63% across phases 1 to 3), followed by cognitive enhancers (23%), and drugs targeting BPSD (12%).

Novel drugs
===========

A recent analysis of studies available on www.clinicaltrials.gov shows that in 2018 the current AD drug development pipeline across all study phases encompasses 112 compounds^[@ref7]^, including 23 agents in 25 phase 1 trials, 63 agents in 75 phase 2 trials, and 26 agents in 35 phase 3 trials. This includes eight new drugs in phase 1, 14 in phase 2, and four in phase 3 compared with an analysis conducted in 2017.^[@ref47]^ Biomarkers, mainly indicating Aβ status, are increasingly being used as study entry criterion, particularly for studies on disease-modifying agents. There is also a trend towards targeting earlier disease stages, ie, prodromal or preclinical AD. Most studies (14 phase 3 trials in 2018) target Aβ, but an increase of non-Aβ mechanisms of action of compounds in earlier stages of development is noted.

Among the different approaches targeted at Aβ, immunotherapy remains the best developed strategy, particularly passive immunization with monoclonal antibodies. Other strategics are being explored, including efforts to inhibit the activity of the APP cleaving enzymes β- and γ-secretase or Aβ aggregation, amongst others. Immunization trials had an ill-fated start with AN1792 (active immunization with full-length Aβ42), for which the development was terminated prematurely because of T cell mediated meningoencephalitis in 6% of the treated study population.^[@ref48]^ Second-generation active vaccines use antibodies restricted to the N-terminus of Aβ, avoiding T cell epitopes at the C-terminus. So far only CAD106 has advanced to phase 3 clinical development and is being studied in the Alzheimer Prevention Initiative study in homozygous carriers of the apolipoprotein E *(APOE)* eε risk allele.^[@ref49]^

Because of the better risk-benefit profile, passive anti-Aβ immunization appears to be more promising. Passive immunization allows antibody titers to be more stable and treatment can be stopped if severe adverse events occur. However, monoclonal antibodies are relatively expensive to produce and have to be administered repeatedly.^[@ref50]^ Bapineuzumab (AAB-001) was the first monoclonal antibody that entered human studies, and the first passive immunization attempt that failed. Bapineuzumab is a humanized immunoglobulin G1 anti-Aβ monoclonal antibody, which binds the five N-terminal residues and clears both fibrillar and soluble Aβ. Bapineuzumab was generally safe and well-tolerated, but some participants receiving higher doses developed transient vasogenic edema, now referred to as ARIA (amyloid-related imaging abnormalities).^[@ref51]^ All bapineuzumab trials were terminated in 2012 because no clinical effectiveness could be shown,^[@ref52]^ despite reduction of fibrillar Aβ in PET and CSF studies in patients with AD receiving the drug.^[@ref53]^ Further failures of monoclonal antibody studies followed in the subsequent years (eg, solanezumab).^[@ref54]^ supporting the assumption that treatment should have been commenced earlier in the disease course, administered in higher doses, or that the wrong Aβ species were targeted. Ongoing research tries to remedy the shortcomings of previous studies by, for example, targeting preclinical AD populations to prevent neurodegeneration and associated symptoms.^[@ref49]^ Improved Aβ clearance from the brain is a major aim of most ongoing trials.^[@ref25]^

In addition to Aβ, tau remains an important treatment target for disease modification. Early attempts to influence tau aggregation largely failed, but some are currently being reevaluated.^[@ref55]^ Similar to immunization targeted at Aβ, immunotherapy studies against tau have reached early clinical development phases. Unknowns remain, including which tau epitope to target, the question of extravs intracellular tau and the level of required target engagement.^[@ref56]^ A growing number of compounds are aiming at targets related to tau, including neurofibrillary tangles consisting of microtubule associated hyperphosphorylated tau aggregates. The effectiveness of these strategies remains to be shown.

Prevention trials
=================

A number of large cohorts have been established over the last decades in Europe and globally to prospectively study the effects of aging and neurodegeneration.^[@ref57]^ Many of these studies collect important data on potentially modifiable risk factors of cognitive impairment and dementia, which are supported by epidemiological evidence. ^[@ref5],[@ref58]^ The available information includes lifestyle and clinical information and in some cases neuroimaging and other biomarker data and biomaterial from large numbers of relevant individuals collected at various points in life. Continuing to follow up these individuals and harmonize data collection and analysis for relevant outcome measures (eg, genome-wide data, environmental exposures, neuroimaging data, blood and CSF proteins, etc) across individual cohorts is a powerful approach to fill existing knowledge gaps related to risk and protective factors and how they can be influenced by new intervention and treatment strategies. Examples of large-scale initiatives to effectively integrate information from diverse cohorts include the European Medical Information Framework for AD, the Dementias Platform UK, and the EU Joint Program for Neurodegenerative Disease Research (JPND) longitudinal cohort studies action group.^[@ref58]^

Given the complex structure of risk and etiological factors of AD, a multimodal prevention approach seems advisable. Thirty-five percent of the dementia risk is attributable to the nine most important environmental risk factors, which are all potentially modifiable.^[@ref5]^ Several of these factors have been studied in prevention trials aiming to reduce risk associated with physical inactivity.^[@ref59]^ suboptimal diets.^[@ref60]^ and limited cognitive stimulation,^[@ref61]^ for example. Overall results were mixed, and the field has since moved to investigating the effectiveness of complex interventions, addressing several risk factors concurrently in the same study.

Examples for large ongoing dementia prevention initiatives, which apply a multidomain approach, include preDIVA (Prevention of Dementia by Intensive Vascular Care),^[@ref62]^ MAPT (Multidomain Alzheimer Preventive Trial),^[@ref63]^ FINGER (Finnish Geriatric Intervention Study to Prevent Cognitive Impairment and Disability),^[@ref64]^ and HATICE (Healthy Ageing Through Internet Counselling in the Elderly).^[@ref65]^ While, for example, FINGER showed positive effects of a 2-year multidomain intervention (consisting of diet, exercise, cognitive training, and vascular risk monitoring) on cognitive performance compared with general health advice, in preDIVA intensive vascular care was not proven to effectively prevent dementia, except in a posthoc analysis of a subgroup with untreated hypertension, and in MAPT a multimodal lifestyle intervention combined with a nutritional supplement for dementia prevention was unsuccessful as well. It still has to be clarified if certain lifestyle interventions are biologically ineffective or if lack of efficacy is caused by inappropriate methods, particularly related to participant selection, intervention intensity, and adherence.

Conclusions
===========

Despite the disappointment associated with the failed AD treatment trials, the field has learned significant lessons in the last few years. It is now clear that monoclonal antibodies vary considerably in how they interact with Aβ forms. These characteristics impact on Aβ clearance across the BBB and are also important for potential side effects such as ARIA. Starting trials earlier in the disease course, when neurodegenerative damage is absent or minimal, will open a window of opportunity for preventive interventions; this approach will be aided by biomarkers with improved sensitivity in preclinical disease stages, which are ideally associated with less invasive procedures and lower costs. Initial encouraging results with high dose Aducanumab indicate that higher antibody doses may offer promise. Clinical effects of titration dosing seem to be equivalent to fixed dosing, but with a better safety profile with lower incidence of ARIA.^[@ref66]^

A concern with the current AD drug development pipeline is that the strong focus on the early disease stages has resulted in a lack of new compounds targeting the later (dementia) stages.^[@ref7]^ Only a few ongoing studies allow the inclusion of individuals with moderate AD dementia. The availability of disease-modifying drugs will not completely eliminate the need for symptomatic treatment options, which can also be used in more advanced disease stages. Otherwise, millions of people worldwide will be left to suffer from dementia without any prospect for improved care.

The lack of appropriate surrogate biomarker end points, which could be used to substitute clinical end points, is a major problem both for pharmacological and nonpharmacologic intervention studies. Misdiagnosis rates in AD trials can reach 20% of all included cases,^[@ref67]^ which have probably contributed to previous failed trials. A surprisingly high percentage of currently recruiting treatment trials do not employ biomarker inclusion criteria or biomarker (secondary) end points. Several new research frameworks for AD classification have recently been proposed, which all have a strong emphasis on biomarkers. However, the clinical utility of those criteria has yet to be proven.^[@ref68]^ Due to the decades-long preclinical stage of AD, surrogate biological end points are also urgently needed to make lifestyle intervention studies more feasible, which would otherwise have to be conducted over many years and result in high costs.

The success of treatment trials depends on the effectiveness of recruitment strategies, and the requirement for effective recruitment has become even more acute for large-scale prevention studies, which include large numbers of cognitive intact individuals followed longitudinally. Different types of clinical readiness registries, which collect different amounts of health-related data, have been established in the last few years.^[@ref69]^ The over-arching purpose of these registries is to identify interested individuals who can be assessed for appropriateness for clinical trials and enlist them if they have the prespecified biomarker profile required for trial participation. Optimizing the use of registries to enhance trial recruitment will be among the important lessons from studying the current registries.

Nonpharmacological prevention studies use more sophisticated methods than in the past, including evidence-based multimodal intervention programs. However, results so far have been mixed and it is not clear if reduced vascular risk scores, for example, also reduce risk for cognitive decline and dementia. Ongoing research on the biological effects of the studied interventions may help to improve the design of the prevention trials.
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